Advance technical communication skills necessary for speaking, reading, writing, and listening to English

English is recognized as the international language of science and engineering. As technology advances globally, engineers must be able to communicate across national and cultural boundaries. English is the vehicle for professionals advancing technology today. Improving the ability to speak, read, and write in English can affect research, collaboration, instruction, and ultimately help researchers achieve success. To address this need, IEEE has partnered with Cambridge University Press to create an interactive program of engaging online English instruction for engineers, technical students, and faculty.

Develop English skills in four areas:
- Speaking in technical English
- Listening and comprehension
- Technical writing
- Reading and understanding technical publications and communications

Benefits of IEEE English for Engineering:
- Communicate effectively and share ideas with colleagues
- Strengthen written English communication skills, which can help authors and researchers effectively share their research results
- Enable greater collaboration with global research teams
- Learn to communicate effectively, lead classroom conversations, lectures, and assess assignments and projects
- Build confidence and the necessary communication skills for job performance and career advancement
- Develop more effective verbal communication skills and enhanced presentation capabilities

Subscribe Today
Learn more about English for Engineering
Visit www.ieee.org/english-for-engineering
In an age of global communication, be an effective part of the conversation

What impression do you make when speaking and writing to an English language audience? IEEE English for Engineering is an excellent way for engineers, students, faculty, working technical professionals, and corporate research and development teams to prepare for success.

Key features:
- Topics are relevant to all professional and student engineers, including electrical, civil, and mechanical, as well as other technical professionals
- Visual elements guide learners through each skill level
- A dynamic online learning experience with interactive exercises
- Provides immediate feedback for a satisfying lesson experience
- Progress through the course in any order and any learning level
- Ideal for self-study or group sessions facilitated by an instructor
- Includes exercises from real-life examples

Convenient Online Learning
Enjoy the flexibility of online access to the world’s highest quality, peer-reviewed technical learning content in engineering and technology, delivered in the way that works best for your organization.

IEEE Learning Network (ILN)
- Enhanced topic browse and search, personalized LMS functionality, and learning navigation features
- Reports available to track course usage and performance
- Print CEU and PDH certificates upon successful course completion

IEEE Xplore Digital Library
- Streamlined access to courses using existing IEEE Xplore credentials
- Discover more eLearning content of interest through an easy-to-use browse experience, with filtering by topic

Use Your Own Learning Management System
- SCORM-compliant files delivered for loading on your organization’s LMS
- Use your existing learning reporting system to track course usage and performance
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